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QUESTION 1

You have a project in Azure DevOps named Project1. Project1 contains a build pipeline named Pipe1 that builds an
application named Appl. 

You have an agent pool named Pool1 that contains a Windows Server 2019-based self-hosted agent. 

Pipe1 uses Pool1. 

You plan to implement another project named Project2. Project2 will have a build pipeline named Pipe2 that builds an
application named App2. 

App1 and App2 have conflicting dependencies. 

You need to minimize the possibility that the two build pipelines will conflict with each other. The solution must minimize
infrastructure costs. 

What should you do? 

A. Create two container jobs. 

B. Change the self-hosted agent to use Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 8. 

C. Add another self-hosted agent 

D. Add a Docker Compose task to the build pipelines. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Note: The question is included in a number of questions that depicts the identical set-up. However, every question has a
distinctive result. Establish if the solution satisfies the requirements. 

You run the Register-AzureRmAutomationDscNode command in your company\\'s environment. 

You need to make sure that your company\\'s test servers remain correctly configured, regardless of configuration drift. 

Solution: You set the -ConfigurationMode parameter to ApplyOnly. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/azurerm.automation/register-
azurermautomationdscnode?view=azurermps-6.13.0 
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QUESTION 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You manage a project in Azure DevOps. 

You need to prevent the configuration of the project from changing over time. 

Solution: Implement Continuous Assurance for the project. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

The basic idea behind Continuous Assurance (CA) is to setup the ability to check for "drift" from what is considered a
secure snapshot of a system. Support for Continuous Assurance lets us treat security truly as a \\'state\\' as opposed to
a \\'point in time\\' achievement. This is particularly important in today\\'s context when \\'continuous change\\' has
become a norm. 

There can be two types of drift: 

1.

 Drift involving \\'baseline\\' configuration: This involves settings that have a fixed number of possible states (often pre-
defined/statically determined ones). For instance, a SQL DB can have TDE encryption turned ON or OFF...or a Storage
Account may have auditing turned ON however the log retention period may be less than 365 days. 

2.

 Drift involving \\'stateful\\' configuration: There are settings which cannot be constrained within a finite set of well-known
states. For instance, the IP addresses configured to have access to a SQL DB can be any (arbitrary) set of IP
addresses. In such scenarios, usually human judgment is initially required to determine whether a particular
configuration should be considered \\'secure\\' or not. However, once that is done, it is important to ensure that there is
no "stateful drift" from the attested configuration. (E.g., if, in a troubleshooting session, someone adds the IP address of
a developer machine to the list, the Continuous Assurance feature should be able to identify the drift and generate
notifications/ alerts or even trigger \\'auto-remediation\\' depending on the severity of the change). 

Reference: https://azsk.azurewebsites.net/04-Continous-Assurance/Readme.html 

 

QUESTION 4

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
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appear in the review screen. 

You need to recommend an integration strategy for the build process of a Java application. The solution must meet the
following requirements: 

1. 

The builds must access an on-premises dependency management system. 

2. 

The build outputs must be stored as Server artifacts in Azure DevOps. 

3. 

The source code must be stored in a Git repository in Azure DevOps. 

Solution: Configure the build pipeline to use a Hosted VS 2017 agent pool. Include the Java Tool Installer task in the
build pipeline. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead use Octopus Tentacle. 

References: https://explore.emtecinc.com/blog/octopus-for-automated-deployment-in-devops-models 

 

QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 

You have an Azure Repos Git repository named repo1. 

You need to ensure that you can authenticate to repo1 by using SSH. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

NOTE: More than one order of answer choices is correct. You will receive credit for any of the correct orders you select. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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